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cle physics and astronomy.)
The division into applicable and
presently non-applicable fields is not
as sharp as indicated here. Even
particle physics has led to applica
tions; it almost did a few decades
ago when L. Alvarez suggested that
hydrogen molecules made of protons
and muons could perhaps initiate
fusion processes, but it turned out to
be impossible. Most of the applicable
items come from what is sometimes
called 'spinoff. Techniques used to
satisfy the unusually severe de
mands of accuracy and reliability do
have some use in other fields. In
particular, the ultra-sensitive and
discriminating detectors that had to
be developed in high-energy physics
turned out to be most useful in
medicine, biology, and material
science. G. Charpak was awarded
the Nobel prize for this. Furthermore,
some of the intricate mathematical
developments in quantum field theory
have been successfully applied to
problems of condensed matter
physics. There are good reasons to
expect more of such spinoffs in the
future.
The present non-applicability of
cosmic science is connected with an
interesting phenomenon that oc
curred in the physical sciences, a
hierarchy of different subjects that
have become to an increasing extent
decoupled from each other. We
distinguish particle physics on the
'highest' level (no value judgment
intended), nuclear physics, atomic
and molecular physics, condensed
matter, etc., being consecutive lower
levels. Each level has its own laws
and concepts based upon the inter
action of quasi-elementary units that
are composed of more elementary
units of a higher level, but remain
fixed in their ground states under the
weaker energy exchanges character
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istic of the lower levels. Thus, the
internal composition of those units is
not important for these levels. There
are 'effective' theories describing the
conditions at each level that disre
gard the internal structure of the
units. For example, certain parts of
nuclear physics deal with protons
and neutrons as quasi-elementary
particles, whose quark structure is
irrelevant; atomic and molecular
physics deals with interacting elec
trons and atoms and nuclei, the inner
structure of the nuclei being insignifi
cant. Certainly the quark structure of
nucleons is irrelevant for biology,
which has its own concepts, laws,
and relations. In every step from a
higher to a lower level, complexity
increases; new laws and regularities
appear that are not in contradiction
with the more 'basic' laws at higher
levels, but they emerge from the
complex interactions of the relevant
units without being directly derivable
from the laws at a high level. When
the Universe cooled down and
expanded, it seemingly went through
stages from the highest levels up to
lower ones, creating at each step
new diversity and complexity, until it
reached life on Earth and perhaps on
other planets.
The existence of more or less
decoupled levels of physics had an
undesirable effect: over-specializa
tion. The scientists working in one
level do not know much of what is
going on in other levels because they
mostly do not need that knowledge
for their research. Furthermore, the
pressure of competition and the need
to follow the ever-increasing literature
in their own fields does not give them
time to be interested in other levels.

CERN
LHC dipole prototype
success
n a crash programme, the first
prototype superconducting dipole
magnet for CERN's LHC protonproton collider was successfully
powered for the first time at CERN on
14 April, eventually sailing to 9T,
above the 8.65T nominal LHC field,
before quenching for the third time.
The next stage is to install the
delicate measuring system for
making comprehensive magnetic
field maps in the 10 m long, 50 mm
diameter twin-apertures of the
magnet. These measurements will
check that the required LHC field
quality has been achieved at both the
nominal and injection fields.
This first valuable prototype will be
trained to its maximum field, ex
pected to be close to 10T, only after
completion of the magnetic field
measurements. Seven prototypes
have been ordered from four different
industrial consortia. All are expected
to be complete before the end of the
year. The first prototype was ordered
by the Italian INFN and built by
Ansaldo.
On 15 April, while the magnet was
being put through its paces, a special
session of CERN's governing body,
the Council, adopted the following
resolution on the LHC and CERN's
long-term scientific programme
pending final approval.
"Council, confirming its belief as
stated in the Council's December
1991 resolution that the LHC is the
right machine for particle physics and
for CERN, and being impressed by
the scientific case and by the eco
nomical utilization in the LHC project
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of investments previously made at
CERN;
• notes the overall strategy of CERN
proposed for the years 1995-2005
and supports the Management in
promoting the LHC as the central
element of the long-term programme
of CERN;
• wishes to see the LHC imple
mented as part of the basic pro
gramme of the Laboratory, and
wishes the project and its financing to
be approved by general consensus;
• is conscious of and welcomes the
world interest in the project, wishes
that involvement of non-Member
State physicists should be on the
understanding that usage on a
significant scale must involve the
contribution of resources to the
project by the non-Member States
concerned, and supports the pros
pect of creating an appropriate status
for the participation of Non-Member
States making significant contribu
tions;
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• notes that a flexible range of
funding options exists, building where
appropriate on current expectations
concerning supplementary contribu
tions, including options which would
allow the LHC to be constructed
without such contributions;
• endorses the proposed compre
hensive review of the progress of the
project, to be carried out at an
appropriate moment and in any case
before the end of 1997 in order to
define more precisely the timetable
for the execution of the project in the
light of the foreseen funding; and
• expresses its best intention to
move to a decision to approve the
LHC during the first half of 1994."

In April the first LHC dipole prototype was
successfully powered for the first time, sailing
to 9Tprior to its third quench, above the 8.65T
nominal LHC field

BROOKHAVEN
Major detectors for
RHIC under
construction

O

n March 9-10, a cost and
schedule review at Brookhaven
verified construction readiness for the
PHENIX detector (May 1993, page
10). PHENIX thus joins STAR
(Solenoidal Tracking at RHIC November 1991, page 17), whose
construction plan was ratified in
January 1993, as a major detector to
take data when the RHIC heavy ion
collider is completed in mid-1999.
The goal of both detectors is to
search for the transition from ordinary
nuclear matter to a new state of
matter consisting of (momentarily)
unconfined quarks and gluons. This
transition to a "quark-gluon plasma"
(QGP) is predicted to occur under
extreme conditions of temperature
and energy density, as is likely to be
the case in the collision of heavy ions
of sufficient energy. RHIC is ex
pected to produce the highest energy
densities ever observed on the
nuclear scale.
The focus of the STAR detector is
the measurement of hadrons, which
comprise 99.99% of the particles
produced in heavy ion collisions, with
large acceptance and good spatial
and momentum resolution. A typical
"interesting" collision at RHIC is
expected to radiate many thousands
of particles. The measurement of
"global" observables, such as multi
plicity and energy flow, serve to
characterize the degree of
thermalization and nuclear excitation
in such collisions.
The emphasis in STAR will be the
measurement of such observables,
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